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The sort of juggernaut that has been the human species since it walked out of africa 60 to 

80 000 years ago and spread around the entire world something something really no other 

species has done or if they have it's been in a rather dull way because they've hitched a ride 

with humans in the case of rats or they've just spread around because they're tiny enough 

that they can blow on the wind like bacteria but humans did it in a way that was really quite 

extraordinary and i think last night we we got a sense of where we sort of got to grips with 

this thing 

i'm calling the human tribal group slightly pejorative term i mean it has it has tinges doesn't 

it of tribalism and and and we talked a little bit about xenophobia and parochial behavior 

and these are all characteristics of human tribal society but we also saw that there was a 

very particular structure to human tribal societies this ability to cooperate with unrelated 

people not just to cooperate in small kin groups that gave us this ability to adapt and 

combine our ideas and move around the world so much so that we have been sculpted by 

the environments that we moved into and i showed you one evening that we have a 

number of genetic adaptations from the environments that we have moved into having 

inhabited all of the habitats on earth well we also saw that one of the the features of that 

human tribal group was that when it was able to invent about 10 000 years ago agriculture 

one of the first things it did was it fled those little hunter-gatherer groups that had been 

living in and moved into cities immediately and we we talked about the irony of that you 

know small tribal societies with wariness of strangers and parochial sorts of behaviors that is 

you know willingness to treat people outside your group as sort of inferior to those inside 

your group we saw those behaviors there was a sort of irony that these people would flock 

to cities but we saw something really important about humans which is that that structure 

that we talked about that has a tinge of a sort of pejorative notion to it calling it tribal is 

overcome by those things are overcome by prosperity and the same social structure that 

allowed us to live in small tribal societies meant we could we could combine into larger 
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groupings that we called cities and in those cities there would be people perhaps from many 

different culture cultural groups mingling and we even have seen photographs and some of 

the signs i've put of of today people living and working amongst millions of other people 

whom they may bump into on the street and never see again in their entire lives and yet our 

particular social psychology allows us to do that a social psychology that is unique among all 

animals well that that juggernaut that has gone around the world and is now populating it 

to a huge extent means that in some ways um all of humanity is coming in on itself we're 

meeting ourselves back in the middle you might say at the ends of the earth that we we 

went to so long ago so what i want to talk about tonight is this provocative title the the end 

of anthropology have we reached a point where the human project has been such a success 

in a way that we're now all the same tribal group and we're all becoming one thing and so 

let's ask about whether we're going to experience um homogenization of language of 

culture and of the human gene pool itself all right that's where we'll go tonight okay so let's 

have a look we'll talk tonight about the future of language evolution we'll talk about the 

future of cultural diversity we'll talk about globalization by which i mean the movement of 

people and goods and ideas around the globe at sort of the speed of light almost innovation 

and competition and we'll talk about the future of the human gene pool and tonight's really 

a graduation night for those of you who have been coming along we're we're not gonna 

we're not gonna confront some of the deep and and almost troubling ideas we have of 

other nights we're just gonna see a lot of pictures really so let's move on and talk about the 

the first topic the future of language evolution which can be summed up in in one very pithy 

phrase which is mass extinction so remember that i've told you there's around 7 000 

languages currently spoken on earth but those languages are dying out at a rate of about 30 

to 50 per year perhaps higher than that and that rate as a proportion of the total around 

7000 means that the extinction of language groups at the moment is rivals that of the grace 

great mass biological extinctions of our of our past and what's going to happen is there's this 

is going to lead to the dominance of a very small number probably fewer than 10 global 

languages all right so that's anticipating where we're going to go here are the 7 000 

languages this is a this is a slide you've seen maybe two or three times before here these are 

the 7 000 contemporary languages currently spoken around the world and in our past there 

would have been many many more and if we write down the number of speakers that each 

of those languages has and then we rank order them from the ones with the most speakers 

to the fewest and we plot that on a graph it looks like this so this graph here along the x-axis 

on the bottom is we're rank ordering languages from the the most speakers to the fewest 

and on the y-axis the vertical one we're plotting how many speakers they have and don't 

take these numbers to be the gospel truth they're always out of date but they're roughly 

correct so that mandarin is currently spoken by around 1.2 billion people making it the 

single most sing the single language with the most speakers in the world and then rounding 

out the sort of top ten you can see ones in there that you might have predicted spanish is 

spoken in a lot of places in the world english is spoken in quite a few places in the world 

these are native speakers now not people who can just speak the language and so on and 

those top ten down to javanese and other people would come up with a slightly different 

top ten but not hugely different those top ten currently account for around 50 of the 

world's speakers and so the entire world out of those 7 000 contemporary languages that 
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are being spoken around the world the entire world 50 percent of them are speaking in one 

of these ten and we're going to see that the the the the the uh prospect for the world's 

language is even more bleak than that we're going to turn that 50 figure into even more 

alarming figure in a moment but let's look at that graph just a little bit more carefully 

because the fact that the number of speakers per language drops off so rapidly and into a 

first approximation everything past about 15 or 20 languages it looks like is spoken by 

practically no one what we need to do is we need to we need to focus in on that y-axis in a 

different way and there's a nice thing we can do is just turn that into powers of 10. so let's 

turn the y-axis into powers of 10 rather than counting from 1 to a billion there and when we 

do that quite an interesting um picture emerges so we've got the same graph but now the y-

axis is powers of ten so we still have mandarin at the top and there's italian in there 

somewhere in the top ten or so as i recall and that's what it looks like up in the inset there 

before we did that transformation and when we see powers of 10 something emerges that 

tells us exactly why we're losing linguistic diversity at such an alarming pace and that's that 

you can see that there we have this wonderful sort of linear relationship between the 

number of speakers of a language and the languages rank order in in terms of how many 

people there are you know from most to fewest there's this wonderful linear bit here but 

then below a point here there are fewer languages than we might expect from this line right 

here and it turns out that the the point where this starts to fall off this line is around 500 

speakers and so it seems to be the case that what's happening is that when a language has 

around 500 speakers it starts to become what linguists would call moribund that is that it's 

no longer the case that the older generations are teaching that language to the younger 

generations and or it's the case that the younger generation is looking around and realizing 

that no one else is speaking that language and they're running off to find a language that 

they can speak to more people with and so what seems to be happening is that these 

languages down here at the at the end are falling off the end of this graph rapidly and the 

speakers of those languages are running to these majority languages so there's a few more 

of these majority languages than we might expect from that linear bit there so that's what's 

happening to languages is that languages are becoming morbid their speakers are 

gravitating or migrating to the language next door and we we probably have cases of that 

right around us you know gaelic speakers in in scotland and in northern ireland and the rest 

of ireland and welsh speakers in wales these are all very very very small language and this 

frequently the case not to make a political point but it's frequently the case that the 

younger generation really doesn't want to be speaking that language they want to be 

speaking the majority language next door okay i said the the the prospect for linguistic 

diversity was even worse than the fact that 10 languages currently account for around 50 of 

the world speakers and that's because those ten languages are what are known as bridging 

or vehicular languages now it turns out that those top ten languages that i showed you at 

the outset they account for 50 of the world speakers as native speakers but about 95 

percent of the world can talk to each other using one of those languages so those languages 

are often the second language that somebody knows so a bridging language a really good 

case is english english is probably the the single most important bridging language on earth 

and so here these arrows might say that if a chinese person is sitting on the subway 

opposite a japanese person and they want to talk to each other they're probably going to 
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use english and similarly if a croat wants to talk to a slovenian person i don't know if that 

happens very often they probably use italian that sort of thing so these these bridging or 

vehicular languages are further reducing linguistic diversity because the more people mingle 

the less they use their native language and the more they use one of these bridging 

languages all right so keep that statistic in mind that currently somewhere around 95 of the 

world's speakers can talk to each other via one of these top 10 languages that alone account 

for 50 of the world speakers it's also the case that the the language that is spoken by the 

most people on earth mandarin is is those speakers are are learning english at an extremely 

high rate much higher rate than english speakers are learning mandarin and so we want to 

ask ourselves which of these languages is going to emerge as the sort of winner as it were 

and i don't mean by that any political or nationalistic statement but just if we were to roll 

time forward what's going to happen what language is going to be the dominant language 

on earth or is there going to be a dominant language well let's let's have a look i mean it's 

already the case that even though mandarin is spoken as a native language by the most 

people and many many more than speak english at around 400 million or so and here's 

mandarin at about 1.2 1.3 billion if we plot languages with the most speakers that is people 

who can speak that language it's already the case that english is the language that the most 

people on earth can speak and the fact that that mandarin speakers are learning english at a 

much higher rate than english speakers are learning mandarin might suggest that there is a 

tendency for the world to be gravitating towards english and the simple reason why that is 

happening with mandarin is in english is that english is spoken all over the world to varying 

extents the darker the color the more it's it's english and there's even some english spoken 

around here but mandarin is basically spoken in one place on earth china another reason 

that english is probably emerging as the world's language is that if we go to things like wiki 

pages and twitter and book translations english sits at the center and these networks and 

what do i mean by that well if we go to wiki pages and we look at it wiki pages that are in 

these are indo-european languages here you know french italian slavic languages and so on 

those are often translated into english and so english seems to be the second language for a 

lot of these wiki pages that are translated into more than one language so again english is 

used here as a sort of vehicular or bridging language if if a croat wants to read something 

you know on a wiki page written by an italian they'll go to the english translation same thing 

is true twitter i don't use twitter so i didn't know this but evidently twitter is sometimes i 

don't know if it's translated or simultaneously things are tweeted in more than one 

language and again english seems to be the center of these networks so this is also 

homogenizing language and book translations not surprisingly most books that are 

translated out of their native language because there's a small number of speakers in that 

language are translated into english so all of these features are meaning that english seems 

to be taking over as the sort of world language reducing that linguistic diversity even more 

this is a lovely uh photograph of a of a chinese man sitting in front of a chalkboard and on it 

you'll see a whole lot of chinese expressions and english expressions so he's demonstrating 

that he's got to be learning the english expressions for these chinese phrases and what's 

striking about this is there are roughly as many chinese that are learning english as there are 

native english speakers so at any given time there's somewhere around 400 million chinese 

people learning to speak english and that chinese children learn english from a very early 
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age and they're examined on it which leads to the irony that that the single biggest 

concentration of english speakers is probably in china not not in north america which 

doesn't amount to 400 million quite yet all right and chinese students are coming to u.s and 

uk universities in very very large numbers and then like i said uh chinese children are 

learning english from a very early age and they have these crazy english learning programs 

where they fill entire stadia full of people and some evangelical person like this gets up and 

starts shouting out english phrases and the entire stadium repeats those phrases as a way of 

sort of learning english by rote okay so a very provocative question and i'm not going to be 

able to answer but one you might want to think about is whether we're on our way to a 

single world language is a single world language inevitable if we sort of project into the 

future with the world becoming more and more populated with cities being more and more 

full of people from a variety of different backgrounds and english is already on its way to 

being the single most uh widely spoken language is a single world language inevitable at 

some point if we go into the future okay there's that's the future of linguistic diversity a 

single answer is not much okay let's let's move on to the next question the future of cultural 

diversity well for those reasons that we were talking about last night the ability of people to 

live uh amongst millions of other people from a variety of backgrounds the world is rapidly 

becoming a monoculture of urbanized life and let's have a look if you remember from last 

night's lecture and i think one other lecture we talked a little bit about the flight to cities so 

we know that zero percent of people lived in cities from before 8000 bce or so and that's 

roughly 10 000 years ago was when agriculture was invented and before that time there 

were no cities so no one lived in cities but then by 1800 you know fewer than we had four 

percent of people living in cities 2006 we passed this milestone of 50 percent of the world 

lives in cities and it's projected that by 2050 approximately 75 of the world's population will 

be living in cities and we'll we'll talk about the reasons why if you remember from last 

night's lecture um here's a slightly different projection from the un i think they have about 

two-thirds and one-third but it doesn't matter you can see that a lot of people are moving to 

cities and if we want to draw a map there are already and this is i haven't been able to 

update this um from the source i got this from this is 2006 there were already 458 cities of 

more of a million or more people so cities are the place by far that most people live and we 

remember from last night the reasons for that are that cities are prosperous they create 

more jobs they attract people from the countryside and all of these things here that fall 

above this line are things that increase more rapidly in cities than the city size so they 

increase more rapidly per capita you know than city size so these are these are all things 

that are what are what are sort of super scaling so the city gdp goes up more rapidly than 

population size bank deposits and so on and so forth these are all the things that make cities 

very prosperous places and they attract research and development and creative people and 

at the same time they're efficient places to live petrol stations petrol sales length of cabling 

and road surface are all things that increase less rapidly than the size of the city and here's a 

really nice plot of that for petrol consumption and the size of a city you just see here it's 

very very beautiful so this is um annual per capita petroleum use and all these cities you'll 

recognize of of increasing density of people per hectare you can see that the the hong kong 

is the most efficient in that sense of all of these cities so cities are far more efficient and 

prosperous than living in the countryside they're far more efficient and if you were to 
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spread all the people in cities out into the arcadian countryside the world would be going 

downhill much more rapidly than it is because cities are far more efficient they're far more 

green cities are the sort of green centers of the world okay but this rapid movement of 

more or less everyone to cities is is taking its toll on cultural diversity because when we look 

around the world we really can't tell the major cities apart i don't think you'd apart from the 

odd landmark that everybody recognizes i don't think you'd necessarily know that's chicago 

unless you know that it's on the great lakes you wouldn't know that that was mumbai you 

wouldn't know that was london if it weren't for saint paul's cathedral and so you can see 

that what's happening is all of these cities seem to be converging upon similar architectures 

similar designs and so on as our cultures seem to be homogenizing much more rapidly than i 

think most of us would have thought and here's a here's a lovely quote from a poor 

academic who says the worst part of my job is going to conferences they're conducted in 

hotels so identical that you can't tell whether you're in singapore or manchester now i 

should say to the organizers of the gifford lectures the hotel i'm staying in is very special and 

uh you can tell it apart from once in singapore and manchester um but then a guy from a 

planning corporation a very well-known planning corporation in london the arab 

corporation tells us why and he says basically you know the the the needs and desires we 

have as individuals and as families are pretty universal so it's not surprising that when we 

build these great big structures we call cities that attract people from all over the world they 

start to look alike but this should alarm us a little bit if we really like cultural diversity 

because we know everyone to a first approximation is moving to cities and it seems that 

cities are homogenizing culture at a really rapid pace and you know here's here let's take 

let's make it a bit personal here are people on the street in beijing nairobi new york and 

glasgow and if it weren't for the obvious ethnic differences amongst these people i don't 

think you'd know which city was which there okay so we're starting to look alike all over the 

world and we're starting to live in similar structures and we're starting to speak to each 

other in a very very small number of these bridging or vehicular languages and other 

structures are are homogenizing the world as well not just cities so political structures are 

homogenizing the world political unions like the european union the united nations and the 

association of southeast asian nations and anzac the australians new zealand things like 

monetary union like the euro homogenizes the way we spend our money trade agreements 

free movement of capital goods and people what we might think of as globalization are 

adding to further homogenization democracy slowly seems to be replacing authoritarian 

regimes around the world not not in china in a few other notable places ethics and law 

especially women's rights seem to be converging in some respects although too slowly and 

aspects of diet and as we saw fashion lifestyle are converging and religion seems to be in 

decline around the world that's not saying religion is in any sense disappearing but religion 

by most people's counts seems to be declining around the world all right so language is 

homogenizing culture seems to be homogenizing not to say that they're all the same by any 

means but they're homogenizing in ways that we might not have expected just 50 years ago 

okay how about globalization and and business for the globalization of business and i'm 

going to talk about how it's leading to lots of isolation of societies that aren't globalized and 

increased competition well we know that um that trade is is is truly global in that we can 

find people all over the world making use of these products of the globalized societies so 
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globalization really is affecting the entire world we're seeing those very high tech products 

appearing everywhere and this shouldn't surprise us because globalization is also ancient 

human societies have been trading for as long as you can imagine because they've realized 

that they can get things that they couldn't get otherwise and this was a big feature what we 

saw was good about the human tribal group it brought minds together well human societies 

have been trading with each other for tens of thousands of years here are these perforated 

shells that were found 25 miles from the sea in north africa and what this means is that the 

the group that was 25 miles inland was trading with a group that lived on the coast and it 

also meant that somebody around 82 000 years ago got to wear a necklace that would have 

been really rather rare in their society because when you live 25 miles inland from the sea 

you don't have these seashells so we've been we've been reaping the benefits of trade for 

at least 82 000 years and there's some even earlier artifacts approaching a hundred 

thousand years or so that seem to be traded like this we saw that the mediterranean in 

classical times which was so prosperous the phoenicians and the romans and the greeks and 

so on in classical times so prosperous and we we wondered if that was because the 

mediterranean as some classical scholars have said was perhaps the first internet there was 

a lot of trading of ideas and goods and technologies and services as long ago as 2000 years 

we know that our new technologies require us to be globalized because the pieces of those 

technologies come from all over the world these many many many many rare earth metals 

that go into a typical iphone come from all over the world and so in some senses 

our new technologies are forcing us to be globalized and we're responding with airline 

routes that are connecting everyone with everyone and so here again globalization is adding 

to this sense that we're homogenizing language and culture but also just the movement of 

things around the world and the upshot of that is that you get left behind if you're not part 

of that globalization whether you like it or not you get left behind and we saw how there are 

people still living a truly a stone age existence in the amazon and we realize that it's not that 

they're stupid or primitive it's that they're simply cut off from the flow of ideas of the rest of 

the world and so they've remained pretty much unchanged from probably twenty or forty 

thousand years ago this is north korea most of us would think of it as pretty isolated and i 

don't think it enjoys many of the benefits that that we enjoy but here is a fully connected 

society globalization is also bringing about increases in competition and making people 

somehow feel obsolete our wonderful technology is creating things like robots and artificial 

intelligence that will be another kind of isolating force because what they're going to do is 

take jobs away from people who are unskilled or who do this sort of thing for a living so 

robotics and ai is also homogenizing the world and putting in this case people out of work 

and so it might not be surprising that there's a new sort of dividing line in politics that's 

emerging that really cuts across the old left to right divide and that's that unskilled urban 

and rural voters are like isolated tribes the isolated tribes i showed you in the previous slide 

they're less equipped to benefit from globalization 

they can't compete in a globalized society and they're less likely to approve of it this is a 

really serious new dividing line in politics it really arises from portions of society simply 

being left behind by the really powerful and rapid pace of change that's been brought about 
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by the technologies we have created and a pet interest of mine and i have no data for it but 

it's an interest of mine i just haven't ever taken it anywhere is whether this new 

globalization is weakening the structure of the nation state itself because if you go back to 

sort of simple biological theory if we take an organism and we supply it with everything it 

needs so that it doesn't have to work very hard to find what it needs it will begin to lose its 

complexity it'll lose its complexity because it doesn't need particular adaptations like claws 

or long fingers or fast legs for running to find what it is if you supply it with everything it 

needs and so in some sense the nation state which arose as a way of guaranteeing the the 

the the prosperity and and um and and protecting the the people who lived in that nation 

state in some ways nation states themselves are becoming slightly obsolete because of the 

forces of globalization and i often wonder if the nation state itself is being weakened and 

we're seeing somehow that globalization might be encouraging the decline of nations and 

you know here's just some independence movements around the world some of which you 

will be very familiar with but you don't have to look very far to see this kind of sense of 

independence or separation from larger structures happening this is just a few of them i'm 

sure others of you can name more happening all over the world and it seems to be almost 

an inevitable outcome of the fact that it's no longer the case that smaller nation states 

necessarily need to rely on a bigger one to look after them they can get everything they 

need from this globalized world okay just something to muse upon a little bit all right 

changing tack a little bit globalization is increasing prosperity but also competition um we 

we saw some of that in an earlier lecture the the the um just breathtaking uh growth of 

technology in the world has led to what we call disruptive technologies and so old 

businesses just being made um defunct that you know there's obsolete and there will be 

people in the audience here i suppose if you're under about 30 or 35 or so has probably 

never held one of these in your hands a box of kodochrome film i think you can still get it 

but you have to go to some specialty shops and you're seen as something of an oddball if 

you ask for kodochrome film but of course it isn't just film there's lots and lots of disruptive 

technologies that have come out you know in the last 10 or 15 years things like ebay 

deliveroo twitter and so on that have just replaced other ways we used to lead our lives 

uber driving taxi drivers out of business so the pace of life is extraordinary and i mentioned 

to you in one of the earlier lectures that that that life has become far more competitive as a 

result of that pace changing such that fortune 500 companies of 1955 went extinct at a far 

slower rate than fortune 500 companies that were founded in 1995. okay so um the best 

companies in the world are being driven extinct at a higher rate now owing to the 

competition that globalization brings okay three fairly dreary subjects um language diversity 

going away cultural diversity homogenizing and and globalization bringing increased 

competition possibly weakening the nation state i'm not sure but certainly making certain 

groups of people um sort of obsolete almost uh and and causing a great deal of political 

uncertainty for those groups oh let's get on to the subject that you all really want to know 

about and one i'm not going to be able to say too much about because we just don't know 

but the future of the human gene pool so we're going to talk about whether the new world 

we live in the new hyper globalized world with linguistic diversity declining cultural diversity 

declining possibly selecting for new kinds of traits in humans is it the case that this new 

world is favoring new kinds of traits different ones from the ones that got us to the place we 
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are now and like i said i'm not going to be able to give you much in the way of hard evidence 

because we just don't have it but we can still think about some interesting trends here is 

some data that is kind of suggestive but it's from a long or it's from events that happened a 

long time ago and some years ago um a group scanned the human genome looking for parts 

of the human genome regions of the human genome that seemed to be under strong 

natural selection and then they were able to plot those those regions by how old they 

thought the particular region they were studying was and there's a lot of very complex kind 

of statistical methodology in what's known as population genetics that goes into this but 

let's just take them at their word and what they found was that there seemed to be a really 

powerful rise in the number of alleles that is bits of the genome or is that word used here 

alleles parts of the genome here that vary among humanity that seem to be under strong 

selection beginning sometime around 20 30 000 years ago now this is this fall off here don't 

take seriously that's just an artifact of the method they use so we can't really say anything 

about this but it looks like our genomes have been under very strong natural selection since 

around the time that the cultural expansion of human populations around the world really 

took off so it does seem to be the case that pushing ourselves into new environments and 

encountering new parts of the world did lead to very strong selection on the human 

genome and many of the things that come out are not surprising changes in olfaction hair 

color our immune system pigmentation nervous system development things like that so we 

have as a species being under strong selection and this amounts to around 10 percent of the 

human genome these regions but let's get into now the the realm of more speculation does 

increased sociality we we touched on this last night there's increased sociality in the fact 

that we're living together in big groups does it mean that we are becoming less violent as a 

species do we somehow favor people who are less violent well we should take this seriously 

because if we plot from historical records homicide rates for example in in europe and 

scandinavia from the 12th century up to the 20th century there is a steady decline in 

homicide so at least at this level fewer and fewer people are being murdered and here 

here's homicide rates again construct reconstructed from historical records homicide rates 

in in england from the 12th to and these these are coming down now you know this isn't 

certainly isn't uh no pun intended a smoking gun but what what we we see here is that our 

societies are tolerating violence less and less and we lock people up who commit violent 

acts and one of the things that happens to you when you're in jail is you find it hard to 

reproduce and it might simply be the case that people who commit violent crimes are 

leaving fewer offspring than people who who do not commit violent crimes and in this sense 

society could be favoring a more docile more social manner or temperament in human 

society pure speculation we don't know but there's lots and lots of evidence to suggest that 

we are becoming less violent at least in our behaviors and it's not beyond the realm of 

imagination to think that there might be genetic variation in the tendency to commit violent 

acts and it could be that our legal system and our our way our social ways of putting people 

on the edges of society who commit those acts are in fact favoring people who are less 

violent and they are the ones who are leaving more offspring we don't know but worth 

talking about but more generally is it the case that our increased sociality living in big 

societies and less reliance on physical labor favors some temperaments over others so we'll 

broaden out from just this idea of violence perhaps decreasing we really want to ask 
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ourselves if we've entered a new age where we really favor people with who can 

concentrate and have have have great perseverance so you can sit at a computer all day 

long that's where most of the jobs are these days where you can sit in a classroom all day 

long are we favoring that or do we favoring people with linguistic skills people who can 

write and converse and verbalize well creativity the ability to get along with others in groups 

these may all be traits that are emerging now in this sort of hyper populated world where 

we're living increasingly amongst others and we need to get along and we need to be 

effective in those societies so all of these traits and if we want to ask do these traits have 

any genetic basis the answer is yes they almost certainly do we don't know that for certain 

but from what we do know about traits like this they almost certainly do and we want to 

know if people with these traits are leaving more offspring now just to put this in 

perspective we don't know the answers to these things yet in humans but we have really 

strong evidence to believe that we can select for things like this temperamental traits or 

personality traits in other animals so for example there's now very very very good evidence 

that the various dog breeds that we humans have domesticated to fulfill our needs either 

for to accompany us or to be hunters for us or simply to provide companionship that those 

dog breeds differ in the structure of their brains and not simply as a result of their behaving 

that way growing up and becoming that way but at birth the structure of their brains differ 

and so it does seem to be the case if we think that the structure of the brain has a genetic 

basis and it certainly does that we can in fact select for behavioral and temperamental traits 

so we're all very happy to say yes we can select for things like height and weight and eye 

color and hair color but we've been much more reticent and reluctant to talk about 

selecting for temperamental traits and yet i think there's every reason to believe that not 

only can we but that our new societies may be favoring a different suite of traits in 

humanity than we've had in the past and this this is something that's just going to take a 

long time for us to pin down genetically but there's there's good reason to believe that it's 

already happening okay so in some sense we're saying have our cultures now turned around 

and started to domesticate us and the answer is almost certainly yes now we often think 

perhaps unfairly and we don't know why whether it's genes or socialization or what but we 

often give women credit for having a lot more of these traits than than men do just 

stereotypically and it may be wrong but we give that credit and it may not be surprising 

then that that women are entering university at higher rates than men that that the intake 

of medical students women are exceeding men qualified solicitors women are exceeding 

men it could be that the suite of temperaments already exists in one of the sexes and the 

other one's going to have to catch up now you should be saying to yourself well aren't the 

sexes more or less the same genetically safe for the fact that one is male and one is female 

yeah they are but the differences between men and women and they're they're profound 

right at least phenotypically come down to how we use our genes that's called genes 

regulation and gene regulation is itself under genetic control so it might be the case that 

we're going to have to work on gene regulation if we believe the stereotypes in men to get 

them to catch up on these this is all speculation but you know these are stories that seem to 

have some basis in our everyday experience all right what's another thing that's happening 

to the human gene pool well you may know about something called the demographic 

transition and it's happened all over the world independently many many many times and 
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the demographic transition is the following that as as a society industrializes so as a city 

moves out of being hunter-gatherers and just rural agricultural existence to industrializing 

and so our society was perhaps the first to go through the industrial revolution two things 

happen one is that mortality rates decline really rapidly with industrialization mortality rates 

decline really rapidly but then after a while the birth rate starts to fall but it lags for quite a 

long time so this is known as the demographic transition mortality rates fall but birth rates 

remain high for a while and then only later do birth rates fall so that leads to a rapid 

increase in population size but then at some point birth rates fall down to mortality rates 

again and we reach a new asymptote that's known as the demographic transition and every 

society on earth that has industrialized so far has gone through the demographic transition 

and what's happened is that all of these nations here have gone through the demographic 

transition and all of them saved for the united states and maybe turkey are down to what's 

known as replacement so in a sexually reproducing species if a woman has two offspring 

she's replacing the man and the woman who produced that offspring so that's known as 

replacement so here we are right here and most of the developed world is at or below 

replacement because of the demographic transition but the developing world is still way 

above replacement because it hasn't gone through the demographic transition yet so this is 

going to lead to an a hugely profound change in the in the genetic structure of humanity 

because what it means is that most of the new offspring that come into the world aren't 

going to come from the world that you live in so it's projected that nearly all around 95 of 

future population growth on the planet will be in the world's less developed countries 

because remember here we are in a society that isn't even we probably just at replacement 

i think we're below replacement yeah we're well below replacement actually in britain the 

united states for some reason is hovering around replacement but all those other countries i 

showed you there well below replacement okay so 95 of the world of the world's population 

growth is going to be from the world's less developed countries this is going to completely 

rewrite the genetic makeup of of humanity so here we are less developed countries 

contributing all this as we go forward in time and the more developed countries barely 

contributing anything at all well i can give you a case study of this this really had profound 

effects on one very very conservative society so japan went through the demographic 

transition and what's happened in japan is that is that the more the birth rate didn't just 

equilibrate with the death rate and so that the population stayed the same in japan birth 

rates have continued to decline so that births now are well below deaths and you know 

what that means the japanese population is actually in decline and what this has meant for 

japanese society is there just aren't enough people to fill the jobs now i don't know if many 

of you have ever traveled to japan it's one of the most homogeneous societies on earth it 

has very very very little immigration but it was only i think it was this year that japan has 

now for the first time in its history it has it has um uh uh lifted its its kind of um restrictions 

on immigration and it's now actually trying to attract people from around the world to fill its 

job so this is going to lead to enormous genetic changes in japan all because of this thing 

known as the demographic transition okay well this this this immigration of people from less 

developed parts of the world to to more developed parts of the world and the fact that the 

less developed part of the world is producing the most offspring is meaning that the entire 

world is now blending genetically and here's a here's a here's a kind of circle diagram that's 
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showing some of the major pathways of that blending so here for example is people from 

south america going to places in southern europe so there's a lot of genetic exchange 

between those two you know here here's exchange between um south asia and western 

asia things like that into north america people from south asia lots of people from south asia 

into north america lots of people from east asia into north america and then lots of closer 

links but what's happening is that the world is just is just blending genetically and that's 

leading to a blending of phenotypes human populations are becoming homogenized 

genetically so the genetic diversity still exists but it's all found in one individual in a sense 

we're all getting sort of all of the diversity of human kind this is an exaggeration of course 

but plugged into a small number of people 

okay um nice statistic marriage between racial or ethnic groups is increasing interracial 

marriages is increasing these figures are a little bit out of date i imagine they're still going 

higher um interracial marriage is broken down by race means there's a lot of mixing 

amongst the races a race is a word i don't like to use because it suggests that there are 

really clear differences between people on earth there are not ethnic groups is really a 

better way of talking about it we can see that those ethnic groups are mixing and what 

that's leading to is that recessive genetic traits are declining things like blue eyes pale skin 

blonde or red hair and genetically dominant traits are taking over things like brown hair 

brown eyes darker skin colors and so here a light-hearted example our old friend barbie is 

now being produced in a more modern version that reflects reflects the way the world is 

and this is in some sense the mocha individual that we might see in the future we're already 

seeing it's the case that people self-identify as many many many different ethnic groups 

these are two people from a national geographic study um and so this woman here was 

striking because of the color of her eyes you know she thinks of herself as part filipino part 

chinese part spanish party indian part hungarian and part german jew and then this guy on 

the right japanese jewish and ukrainian and increasingly people are going to trace their 

ancestry back through many many many ethnic groups okay and really to start rounding off 

um we can ask you know what are the world people of the future going to look like a 

national geographic again slightly dubious bit of work but there's some truth to it i think um 

have sort of projected what the sort of world person might look like i think this is probably 

wrong because of the color of the eyes but the slightly darker skin and darker eyes and hear 

finally this sort of mocha skin and dark hair and dark eyes is probably where we're going for 

the world person of the future and the language we can think probably english or at least 

english is going to be in their repertoire the culture probably some sort of western 

democratic capitalism and this isn't um some some triumphalist expression of that but it just 

seems to be where the world is going residents probably in a city diet who knows maybe 

increasingly non-meat based up until a few years ago we would have said increasingly meat 

based but it is still the case that the one of the biggest problems facing the earth is that a lot 

of people who are moving into the new technological globalized society want to eat meat 

religion none or monotheistic okay on that very bland note i'm going to say thank you very 

much for the last four lectures and we'll end there thank you very much mark um are you 

happy to take some more questions um okay if we could have um paul if you're wielding the 

microphone if we will start pointing out people who are going to ask lectures that's right i'd 
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like to take you back to the beginning of your lecture about language and i wonder what 

your thoughts might be on the peculiar case of scottish gaelic which is declining rapidly in 

the highlands and islands but has seen a huge resurgence in the central belt with gaelic 

language schools for children so many of our various things like police cars all the station 

signs are in english as well as gaelic and i believe that duolingo the learning app the 

language learning app is about to bring out a gaelic version in response to demand do you 

think it is cultural identity or just a tourist ploy yeah now listen so this is not a i i know the 

existence of this phenomenon but it's not a subject that i know in any detail as it sounds 

that you do and it's a very sensitive subject because because no one likes to lose their 

language and if you look around the world at the places that are enforcing compulsory 

learning of languages that are becoming otherwise morbund i'm not suggesting that's true 

here it's often the case that is to serve narrow political interests and that's what one wants 

to worry about and so you you often i think want to ask in these situations what do the 

children want to learn not what do the adults want them to learn and you you it's so one of 

the things we've got to confront head on is that a child learning scottish gaelic can also 

speak english of course and so if they want to go down to edinburgh or down to london and 

work where scottish gaelic isn't going to be of much use they can speak english but what 

you want to ask of that child is would it have been better served by learning french and 

english rather than scottish gaelic in english there's only so many languages a child is going 

to be able to pack in i'm also slightly concerned about what is a rise in in the learning of 

some minority languages i'm also slightly worried that it's a response to the sort of 

isolationism that i talked about that arises when when people find themselves locked out of 

the majority culture for lack of skills or lack of of a business acumen or something like that 

the people that that are now on that that anti-globalization side of the globalization divide 

so i i have i have very um i'm very cautious about this compulsory teaching of of minority 

languages even though i have to tell you i'm nothing against minority languages i'm just 

worried that they're sometimes made compulsory for reasons that don't necessarily serve 

the children i was giving a lecture like this once some years ago and there was a woman 

from um some place in west africa i've forgotten where she was from now but it's like gabon 

or something and at the end of it she put her hand up and she said um you're exactly right i 

would not allow my child to learn the local tribal language i want my child to be able to be a 

child of the world i don't want to restrict my child to living in this part of gabon that i have 

escaped so i think we need to ask what serves the children in these instances um yeah okay 

um paul to your left immediately darren thank you in about halfway through you presented 

a list of features that you suggested might be under positive or you kind of imply they might 

be under positive selection in in current human culture such as uh mathematical ability and 

other cognitive traits whereas we know that actually something like educational attainment 

at least in western developed countries is strongly genetically driven but it's inversely 

correlated with fecundity so suggest that actually in some developed countries there might 

be negative selection against some of those traits that you implied i just wondered whether 

you and whether then if you but you then compare that maybe to what's going on in 

developing countries where that might be the reverse and actually that idea that you 

presented the the developing countries of where the future population is going to come 
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from that might be then deemed to be a much better thing if the cognitive variants are 

being retained in those populations really really good and sophisticated question 

i hope all all of you guys so the gentleman's saying that that um the things i was talking 

about you know such cognitive skills are associated with educational attainment in our 

societies and yet the more you educate somebody in our societies typically the fewer 

children that they have and then i told you that 95 of the world's population is going to 

come from these parts of the world that are less developed and so how would we ever get 

selection for these cognitive traits 

you're exactly right so what we're talking about is initially selection within our societies and 

so it is the case within our societies within our societies that we can still find differences in 

reproductive success that are associated with certain features of the way of people's 

phenotypes even though broadly none of us are having enough babies to meet replacement 

so for example wealth in our societies is positively associated with reproductive output so 

there is still selection going on within our societies but your point sort of makes my point in 

a way that when we look around the world that hope of getting these things to evolve is 

slightly diminished or diluted by the great influx of people so this might be a project for the 

future who knows but it's just a way of saying what are the traits that are going to be 

favored increasingly as we move into more and more because when when people move into 

societies that have gone through the demographic transition and they come from societies 

that haven't gone through the demographic transition there's a lag but they then quite 

usually within a generation they themselves start showing the demographic transition they 

start having fewer babies so very good question do we have a question down here please 

it's a it's a kind of rosy picture that you paint there but what about the effects of climate 

change uh how it's going to change the population on the planet yeah yeah talk about the 

blending process but yeah it's a very good question climate change i mean we i didn't want 

to go into the future right i mean the climate change could change everything right so if 

climate change is as bad as we think and as rapid as we think it could be that those people 

living in the amazon will be the lucky ones they're going to be the ones that survive because 

all of us have completely lost the ability to survive without sainsbury's around the corner 

and the petrol station and the person to fix the electricity when it goes bad or the roof gets 

a leak whereas those people in the amazon will be just fine they'll notice it's got a bit 

warmer and the amazon has got a bit more savannah-like but they won't notice it otherwise 

so indeed climate change could change everything i didn't want to speculate any further 

questions yes there's one right up at the back um just while you're while the microphone's 

getting there if i could ask one quickly do you think that decline and fall is an inevitable 

property of human civilization given our biological propensities and what happens once we 

get into a socially evolving situation so do civilizations is there any way they can last for a 

long time yeah yeah we we we you know unfair question in a way we simply don't know the 

answer to that so in in many ways our history has been one of just as mark suggests decline 

and fall we that we overreach and then we and then we fall there seems to be some 

evidence that we're figuring out better how to run our societies now apart from the horrible 

financial crash of crash of 2008 we're now regulating our economies far far better than we 

used to so some of these things and the things like the demographic transition might mean 
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that we have a longer term in front of us than we thought but the the the question about 

climate change is a good one we might be heading for a really really big crash who knows up 

at the back please um so historically a lot of culture has been dictated by the rich and 

powerful like put your hand up well there you are the sorry the king or the queen would 

wear something and suddenly that was fashion um and when you showed the pictures of all 

the homogenizing cities it looked to me like a lot of them are just emulating what they see 

in wealthy north america as like an aspirational thing yeah so if and when more countries 

become economically equal what do you think will be the leading dictators of what is 

fashionable and therefore what is cultural yeah yeah i'd be working on the catwalks if i knew 

the the answer to that it you but you i think i think it's it's sort of in your question you 

already realize the answer is that we sort of emulate those who seem to be successful who 

seem to be those in power so you know there's a good chance that we're going to continue 

down this boring line of everybody wearing the same clothes but i you know i i couldn't tell 

you beyond that i really don't know thank you okay paul halfway down the stairs just on 

your right gentlemen that's it thank you have you given any thought to selective migration 

because in all your talks there are huge population movements and it's just not just 

numbers that move but perhaps if the migration is selective it's people of a particular type 

and people of a particular type who are being left behind and i'm thinking of residual 

communities in north africa in eastern europe middle east and so on just as in europe and in 

those residual communities there are there is a particular genetic pool a predisposition or a 

lack of disposition of those who have moved no again again you've sort of stated the answer 

to that in in your question it it you know historically immigration has been a good thing 

because immigrants are people who've got get up and go and indeed they leave behind 

people who are sort of less that way and it so it it is a worry i i thought too you're you were 

maybe concerned about just the numbers that were were migrating i i think that's 

overblown most societies can can take many more immigrants than the people who live in 

those societies think it's that the people who live in those societies are worried they're 

going to be out competed by those immigrants which is often the case but no no you're 

exactly right um the people who are moving typically are the ones that you know are are 

going to contribute to the societies they're going to so we are leaving behind increasingly 

sort of desolate communities yeah okay if i ask a quick question hold on yes um you 

mentioned uh the different temperamental and cognitive traits that are being selected for 

um with the improvement of genomic technology what do you think is to be said about the 

ability to predict these traits uh predict for these traits at birth uh there's the man you want 

to ask he's going to spend the day next the rest of the yeah these two guys where are you 

he's going to spend the yeah there he's putting his head down the the next 25 years a 

number of us are trying to work on that it's an extraordinarily complicated thing to do 

extraordinarily i mean i i think for those of you who haven't really delved into the human 

genome you were led to believe back in 2001 that it was a simple matter you know when 

the human genome was first sequenced that it was a simple matter of taking these 22 23 24 

000 genes and that's not actually that big a number especially with computers just figuring 

out what each one does and you've got the answer but when you think about the 

complexity that you are so each of you is composed trillions of cells and your brain alone 

makes trillions of connections so you know that your genome is barely even scratching the 
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surface of defining you as a body right it's completely dipperate of information from making 

a body so the information about how to get from genes to bodies is extraordinarily 

complicated it'll be the next if we live that long hundreds of years of study but what we are 

beginning to work out are some of the ways that 20 000 things and it's more than that when 

you talk about this thing i've mentioned a few times called gene regulation when you start 

talking about all the ways they can interact you can just about start to specify a body so we 

don't we don't have that kind of dearth of information anymore and that's what the project 

is going to be for the next 500 200 years is working out those extraordinarily complex 

interactions so we're i don't think we're at a point yet except for really profound things um 

you know terrible diseases and terrible deformities and things disabilities of humankind that 

we can look at a genome and make predictions about about the future okay any further 

questions i thought there was one down right at the front i'll come back up to you later 

front row over here um i'm um i'm not quite sure what my question is but um maybe it'll 

come to me as i ask uh i'm quite troubled by the uh the suggestion there could be a genetic 

component to criminality and that the there's a genetic reason that there's now a higher 

number of women in say high-powered jobs um i mean the the implication there is that 

perhaps men are now becoming genetically inferior in this white-collar world i mean is there 

not a danger in making such statements and how could how could we really investigate 

whether these these statements are true a lot of people you all heard the question i think a 

lot of people are are very alarmed by the suggestion that there might be genetic differences 

among us that relate to our performance and and the reason i prefaced what i was saying by 

saying you're quite happy for me to say that some of you can run faster than others and that 

might have a genetic basis but we get very very very worried when it comes down to 

performance related things having to do with work issues or performance on exams and so 

on i think everything we know like it or not everything we know suggests that most of the 

differences among us will have it might be tiny it might be very tiny we'll have some basis in 

genetics and so really the question is one of the sort of social management of knowledge 

and the social management of technology now when i say that you mustn't over interpret it 

because i say a small effect sometimes i mean negligibly small and so the effect of the 

environment will greatly override that so early upbringing and education and so on so i 

raised those issues just really to get you thinking about how we know we're a highly 

selected organism we went around the world entering new environments and you're quite 

happy to see that things like pigment changed and body shape change and the ability to 

breathe uh air there's thin of oxygen changed and we have to open our minds to the 

possibility that even the way we think might have a genetic basis and it is it's a very 

uncomfortable thing for many of us and i should say there's not a shred of evidence yet that 

that's true but there's good reason to believe that it is given everything we know about 

genetics so i hope that goes somewhere i don't think it is going to make you any happier but 

i want you to understand that it's not a statement of saying we know this is the case and we 

know so and so is inferior to somebody else and we know it's a huge effect none of those 

things is true and probably won't be these effects are small and they'll always interact with 

environments always okay i think there's a question halfway up paul if you can dash up 

again thank you halfway up on your left hi um i'm not sure if this is a question or really just 

more of an observation but it goes back to the first question that we had with a lit from lady 
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who lays raised the point about gaelic scottish gandhi language in schools um there does 

seem to you mentioned the the absolute relentless homogenization of of cultures in the 

world and discuss that various questions um so but at the same time there seems to be an 

increased localized localism as well and localization more interested in local cultures do you 

think that is a reaction to the increase in globalization or is it just perhaps cultural 

sophistication as i say i'm not sure it's a question i'm kind of answering myself as you go 

along because i think people probably have both but i think about myself when i graduated 

from this university a long time ago graduation day there was one guy who was wearing a 

kilt and people thought he was a bit strange and nowadays it's like a uniform no it's a really 

good question it's the question that's on everyone's minds no one likes to lose their culture 

and we're living in a time when cultural change is so rapid that within our lifetime we can 

see big changes happening and remember that i i said to you was it in i can't remember was 

it in last night's lecture that that the the sort of tribe our natal tribe the tribe of our birth 

really gets into our brain almost like an imprint almost like those little ducklings that were 

following um conrad lorenz it's it's something that we almost submerge our identity in i 

actually think that's true of us it gets inside of us in a very very powerful way and i tried to 

explain the reasons for that in last night's lecture but so what that does mean is that indeed 

people will start to see the world racing away from them and it's quite a natural reaction to 

say i don't want to let go of that that's my life that's my identity so i think again just like we 

were speaking about with the the ladies first question is that you know in each of these 

cases it might be a generation or two we just gotta ask what do the kids want to do what do 

the children want to do because it could be us old dinosaurs that are keeping them back and 

what they're going to want to do in many instances i don't suggest this will always be true 

but in many years they're going to want to do what's economically best for them and it may 

not be the case that putting on a kilt and walking around the village is the best thing to i 

don't know maybe it is but that's that's in sense in which i think it could indeed be a reaction 

um now so very quickly i'm not even sure there is because in this part of the world i mean 

people tended not to wear celts a generation or two ago unless they had parents who were 

immigrants from the highlands and islands but it certainly wasn't seen it was seen as a bit of 

an oddity um yeah two or three generations ago people who weren't from high on families 

wearing kilts i think it's possibly a political thing it's a cultural thing it's probably a mix but i 

think it's a young people who choose to do it and it's not their parents who are probably 

putting pressure on them possibly we'll see we shouldn't focus too much on kill selling this is 

happening all over all over the world all over the world yeah okay there's another question 

down here paul that's it so over the series of lectures you've kind of explained how uh our 

evolved psychology has allowed us to have this cultural transmission and over the 

generations that's allowed us to become more prosperous built into bigger cities and you 

talked at the end about more globalization et cetera i was just wondering what the relative 

association of human happiness was with any of those changes the measurement of 

happiness 

yeah yeah um the um i think i think that's dangerous territory in that we we think we can 

measure happiness within some of our communities right we think we can i'm not sure we 

can but we think we can but we don't know that we can measure it in in other societies 
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using the same measure so it's hard to know whether the sum total of human happiness has 

increased but what i would say things we can measure is we ask where do people go where 

do people go and you you you know mortality is is lower so infant mortality is lower you live 

longer your health is better and if these things aren't associated with happiness well then 

we're just not a happy species and we're going to have to live with that but the point is 

people sort of vote with their feet and even though cities are places where there has 

historically been more disease and more crime because she's got more people around each 

other people have still gone to cities because they're more prosperous that's where the jobs 

are that's where the ideas are and so on so i think rather than measuring happiness which is 

kind of a fun thing to do to ask whether people with lots of money in big houses and cars 

are happy or not is to ask where are people on earth going it's a much more sort of um 

democratic way of answering that question and the answer seems to be they're they're 

coming to this thing we call society and again i want to stress that's not a triumphalist or 

nationalistic statement it's simply a statement of numbers we don't see people in their 

droves running out into the countryside we just don't see it i think happiness is a good 

theme to finish on so um as is the tradition at this point i'm just going to say very briefly a 

few words to bring the series to a conclusion um professor pagel if you'd like to sit down 

please feel free i'm not going to be too long we all want our wine and nibbles so these 

gifford lectures have reinforced mark pagle's reputation as a gifted communicator of his 

subject to a wide audience scientists are used to giving single lectures but professor pagel 

has adapted to the challenge of weaving a narrative of greater heft over a longer series with 

aplomb the overarching theme was a treatment covering why humans are the way they are 

how they came to be that way and what our evolved modern human biological 

characteristics mean for how humans live now and why we ended up occupying vast 

swathes of our planet even regions that we may not be fully if partially physically adapted 

for in his first lecture mark explained when language may have evolved how it carries 

information in digital format how it allows sharing of ideas and how it can therefore be used 

once we have evolved a brain that allows for a theory of mind capacity used to manipulate 

others in terms of planning resource use negotiation trading learning skills all of these things 

became much easier at that point and it also allows for the management of social relations 

through things like reputation and gossip whatever it is whichever of these things drove 

language evolution and gave us these brains has left us almost with a compulsion to 

communicate on a grand scale compared to other species the second lecture was used to 

cajole us into appreciating how limited our ability to innovate is as a species at least relative 

to our copying and imitation skills we are past masters at the latter we take on board 

memes and we redeploy them we rework them and we spread them like there's no 

tomorrow and we do that from a very early age we tend only sporadically to do the real 

innovation stuff at least most of us but even the little innovation we do do builds up into the 

astonishing achievements of humankind because we copy faithfully and stand on the 

shoulders of actually well family and friends and teachers as well as the newtonian giants 

that mark referred to and all of this turns into what we see as cumulative culture the third 

lecture brought these two themes together brains that do language and copying and on the 

other hand the social organization that evolved for optimal deployment of these abilities 

and he took us further down the road to an additional destination mark was persuasive in 
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arguing that living in tribe-sized communities comprising several family groups might not 

only have been optimal given these mental characteristics but perhaps even inevitable and 

that the drive to share and cooperate within the group while at the same time punishing 

freeloaders and cheats potentially the origins of our sense of fairness justice morality etc 

these features might also come with a downside the feelings of xenophobia and the urge to 

exclude sometimes leading to violence and even war but he also stressed the more recent 

upside to all this the extraordinary flowering of cumulative culture that occurred in several 

societies once their time once the time of their individuals was freed up by the advent of a 

genuine innovation agriculture this led to living in bigger groups in cities the freedom to 

specialize and thus to what we think of as civilization in all its manifestations around the 

world the fourth lecture developed this theme further and talked about the consequences 

of our having these genetic and cultural attributes mark talked about what may happen and 

what we understand in terms of cultural diversity linguistic diversity and then eventually 

potentially even our genetic diversity as he said in an earlier lecture we shouldn't predict 

especially about the future but he talked about the kinds of things we should be cognizant 

of that might happen in our future are we on course to becoming a more domesticated 

species are we domesticating ourselves will we see grand scale changes in temperament in 

sociability and other personality related traits in the future even if not right this moment 

and are humans under different selection pressures in our brave new world from the 

selection pressures that operated to create humans as they exist today all in all professor 

pagle has given us a powerful biological perspective on what it means to be human the 

lessons we learn from analyzing where we came from resonate in our struggles to see how 

to live and how to live cooperatively perhaps we even understand a little better how to see 

past our biological inheritance and suppress those inbuilt tendencies that we might view as 

unhelpful to living together in peace and respecting each other's differences we are 

extremely grateful to mark for taking the time to share these thoughts with us and for 

making them so accessible and entertaining as well as educational he has admirably fulfilled 

lord gifford's intentions for his bequest to set up a distinct distinguished lecture series for 

the public and he has shown us how biological thinking done properly can enrich our 

thinking about ourselves we wish mark a safe journey home to oxford and fond memories of 

glasgow that might tempt him to resample glasgow's famous friendly welcome and 

hospitality in the future i briefly want to thank the various people who made this series 

possible the glasgow gifford committee our intern danielle schwedner the media production 

audio visual and photographic teams are microphone wielders well done to all of them and 

many many other teams and individuals around the university all involved in the 

organization. 
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